Genomics and variation of ionotropic glutamate receptors: implications for neuroplasticity.
We used two approaches to identify sequence variants in ionotropic glutamate receptor (IGR) genes: high-throughput screening and resequencing techniques, and "information mining" of public (e.g. dbSNP, ENSEMBL) and private (i.e. Celera Discovery System) sequence databases. Each of the 16 known IGRs is represented in these databases, their positions on a canonical physical map are established. Comparisons of mouse, rat, and human sequences revealed substantial conservation among these genes, which are located on different chromosomes but found within syntenic groups of genes. The IGRs are members of a phylogenetically ancient gene family, sharing similarities with glutamate-like receptors in plants. Parsimony analysis of amino acid sequences groups the IGRs into three distinct clades based on ligand-binding specificity and structural features, such as the channel pore and membrane spanning domains. A collection of 38 variants with amino acid changes was obtained by combining screening, resequencing, and informatics approaches for several of the IGR genes. This represents only a fraction of the sequence variation across these genes, but in fact these may constitute a large fraction of the common polymorphisms at these genes and these polymorphisms are a starting point for understanding the role of these variants in function. Genetically influenced human neurobehavioral phenotypes are likely to be linked to IGR genetic variants. Because ionotropic glutamate receptor activation leads to calcium entry, which is fundamental in brain development and in forms of synaptic plasticity essential for learning and memory and is essential for neuronal survival, it is likely that sequence variants in IGR genes may have profound functional roles in neuronal activation and survival mechanisms.